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The NHS was founded with similar spirit and results. A basic, universal offer minus deluxe customised features, it was a godsend to many previously unable to afford care and was taken up enthusiastically.
2 Seventy years on, it still sits high in international rankings for equity, universality, and cost. 3 It's the institution most valued in opinion polls. 4 It does worse on the trade-off indices of consumerism and choice.
5 Modern citizens are used to wide choice, information, and digital access in retail, leisure, and communications. Policy makers wonder whether a less paternalistic, monolithic offer is now expected in healthcare. The excellent NHS Choices website is full of information and advice. 6 But we need some realism about choice and personalisation in the current NHS funding model. Firstly, I'm not convinced that these are many patients' biggest priorities. When surveyed, people most value proximity, access, and ease of transport to local GPs and acute hospitals (especially in crisis), 7 8 and familiarity, trust, and continuity in practitioners.
9
The NHS Choose and Book service had fairly low uptake and confused many people.
10 Many would rather doctors use their local knowledge to refer: how often do doctors consult league tables when seeking specialist care, even for their own or a relative's treatment? Secondly, I perceive an increasingly orthodox groupthink. It assumes that we all (should) want to live healthy lifestyles and remain well, to become "activated" patients taking more responsibility for our conditions, to control our health records or personal health budgets, and to "self manage" problems in equal partnership with trained clinicians.
But not everyone does want this. And others are, for various reasons, unable to take this on.
I perceive an increasingly orthodox groupthink. It assumes that we all want to become "activated" patients taking responsibility for our conditions
Our template of what we think patients should want often seems to be based on system pressures. That is: to keep away from emergency departments at all costs, perhaps seeing a pharmacist instead; or to choose telephone GP consultation over face to face-never to want a few more days in hospital before leaving or to choose a care home instead of staying at home. If patients do want that, are we saying it's a product of false consciousness and not true patient choice? That they just don't know what's available or what's good for them?
Patients can have any choice they want, so long as it's the cheaper, more convenient one we'd prefer them to make. Let's stop pretending otherwise. 
